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bstract. Modulation of the coupling of light into a wave-
uide via a grating, together with a novel approach to
nalyzing the data, is used to investigate the attachment of
uman embryonal carcinoma stem cells to three substrata:
ilica-titania �representative of artificial implants�; poly-
ysine �a commonly used laboratory cell culture sub-
trate�; and mucin �the coating of the mucosae�. By con-
idering both in-coupling peak width and position, the se-
retion of microexudate by the cells, the formation of
lopodia, and the overall change in their shape �spread-
ng� can be distinguished. This cannot be achieved by the
onventional microscopic imaging approach. Moreover,
e obtain the kinetics of these processes with excellent

ime resolution. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
eers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3065541�
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Introduction
he morphology of cell-substratum contacts is still poorly
haracterized, despite its importance �e.g., for cell develop-
ent and biocompatibility1�, because of the multiplicity of

rocesses occurring simultaneously. The most obvious and
haracteristic change is that of overall cell shape,2 but there is
ood evidence for filopodia produced by the cell in the course
f exploring and attaching itself to substrata,3 and for the
roduction of extracellular secretions �microexudate� used by
he cell to condition its immediate environment.4 These phe-
omena have been individually investigated in some detail,
own to the molecular level, but only optical microscopy has
ielded an overall view. Nevertheless, its relatively poor spa-
ial and temporal resolution with respect to phenomena occur-
ing at the nanoscale has limited full understanding of the
verall process. Moreover, many of the microscopic tech-
iques require the addition of fluorescent dye molecules �“la-
els”� to the system in quantities sufficient to constitute inva-
ion, with poorly defined effects on cell physiology, adding an
xtra layer of complication to any interpretation of the results.

A significant innovation was the exploitation of the eva-
escent field generated by total internal reflexion at the cell-
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�and medium�-substratum interface to preferentially illumi-
nate the region of cell-substratum contacts.5 In this technique,
a fluorescent molecule is dissolved in the surrounding �aque-
ous� medium,6 and it is assumed that the label can freely
diffuse into the contact region. Direct fluorescent labeling of
the cell membrane has also been used to create a map of
cell-substratum topography.7

More recently, imageless label-free techniques, exploiting
the evanescent field created by light guided in optical
waveguides, have been introduced, establishing that the size,
shape, and average refractive index of the cell body can be
determined.8,9 Since the evanescent field decays exponentially
away from the surface of the waveguide �i.e., the substratum�,
what is actually sensed by the waveguide �via the propagation
constants of its modes� is the Laplace transform of the cell
cross section parallel to the substratum.10 It has been convinc-
ingly demonstrated that high resolution kinetics of the spread-
ing transformation on different substrata can be obtained by
this method.10

These nonimaging waveguide methods have now been
augmented by a powerful new development that enables the
arrangement of the cells on the substratum to be simulta-
neously characterized.11,12 In the most common arrange-
ment,13 external light �a highly monochromatic, wavelength
�, linearly polarized laser beam several tenths of a millimeter
in diameter� falls on a grating �1 to 2 mm long, grating con-
stant �� incorporated in the waveguide for the purpose of
coupling light into it. Sweeping the angle � between the in-
cident light and the grating normal while measuring the inten-
sity of the incoupled light using photodiodes pressed against
the waveguide ends yields a series of peaks �called the mode
spectrum� according to the in-coupling condition Nm=sin �
+�� /�, where Nm is the effective refractive index of a given
lightmode m=0,1 , . . ., and �=0, �1,2 , . . . is the diffraction
order. Nm is a function of the refractive indices of the wave-
guide layers,13 including the cover material �comprising the
cells and their surrounding liquid medium�. The peaks have a
finite width w,13 conveniently measured at half the maximum
height. When cells are present on the grating, it is
observed11,12 that the broadening is much greater than the
theoretically limiting peak width derived from the optical un-
certainty principle.13 Depending on the actual construction of
the waveguide, two peaks may even be observed.14 It is intu-
itively obvious that the greatest broadening is observed when
exactly half the substratum is covered by cells, and this has
been confirmed by detailed calculations,12 as well as experi-
ments and simulations.11 For a given surface coverage �, the
peak width also depends on the magnitude of the optical con-
trast between the covered and uncovered zones �i.e., the dif-
ference in refractive indices between the cells and the medium
in which they are immersed�. �The incoupling efficiency, and
hence the peak heights, depends on the optical contrast be-
tween the waveguiding film and the cover material, which
will also influence the composite peak width.11,12�

The purpose of this work is to exploit these new theoretical
developments. The waveguide surface, ultracleaned and in
some cases coated, was seeded with a fixed number of spheri-
cal cells fresh from culture. We investigated three distinc-
tively different cell substrata. Silica-titania is representative
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f artificial implants �titanium is the most common material
sed for prostheses,1 and in the body is invariably oxidized;
he salient surface energetic features, most notably the Lewis
cid/base parameters, of titania are almost the same as those
f silica�. Polylysine is a very commonly used cell culture
ubstrate in the laboratory. Mucin is found ubiquitously coat-
ng the mucosae �mucins comprise a family of heavily glyco-
ylated, high molecular weight glycoproteins with carbohy-
rate side chains that make up some 50 to 80% of the
olecule by weight�. By simultaneously comparing the evo-

ution of the in-coupling peak width with the evolution of the
n-coupling peak position, we show that it is possible to sepa-
ately determine microexudate secretion �which does not af-
ect in-coupling peak width�, filopodium formation, and so-
atic cell spreading.

Experimental
ERA2 human EC cell lines were cultured according to Ref.
5. Pharmaceutical-grade porcine gastric mucin �PGM, mean
olecular weight 565 kDa� was purchased from A/S Orthana
emisk Fabrik �Kastrup, Denmark�. The commercial prepara-

ion was dialyzed to remove all salts and low molecular
eight additives and lyophilized for storage. PLL �mean mo-

ecular weight 5 kDa� was used as received �Sigma�.
Waveguides �see next paragraph� were ultracleaned at

oom temperature with chromic acid. The PLL �0.01% w/w�
nd mucin �0.1% w/w� solutions were made up by dissolving
eighed dry material in ultrapure water and pre-equilibrated
vernight. The solutions were applied to the ultracleaned
aveguides for 20 min and then washed twice with ultrapure
ater �this procedure has been reproducibly found to com-
letely coat the waveguides,14 and was verified directly using
ptical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy�OWLS��. Coated
nd uncoated waveguides were incubated overnight in cell
ulture medium buffered with 10-mM HEPES-NaOH, pH
.0. Cells were detached from the culture flask15 and carefully
ntroduced into a specially designed open microcuvette 7 mm
n diameter, of which the waveguide formed the bottom.

Waveguides ca 180 nm thick were made from amorphous
ilica:titania at a ratio of approximately 2:1 �with a refractive
ndex of approximately 1.75�. They incorporated a shallow
5 to 10 nm� grating coupler �type 2400, MicroVacuum,
udapest�, grating constant equal to 416.667 nm. The pen-
tration depth of the evanescent field is of the order of
00 nm. The in-coupling resonance peaks for the TM0 mode
f the waveguides were measured every 40 s using a
aboratory-built setup with a resolution of better than 10−5

adians16,17 and were saved for subsequent analysis. The peak
osition and overall width were defined and determined ac-
ording to Ref. 12.

Results and Discussion
igure 1 shows the microscope images of the cells on the

hree different substrata. Even visually, it is apparent that the
ells have not spread on the mucin, have significantly spread
n a circularly symmetrical fashion on the PLL, and have
pread in an elongated fashion on the Si�Ti�O2.

The corresponding kinetic data showing the evolution of
he in-coupling angle � �directly related to N� and the in-
oupling peak width w are shown in Fig. 2.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 010501-
Figure 2�a� confirms and quantifies the visual observations
�Fig. 1�. Figure 2�b� provides much stronger evidence for the
absence of spreading on mucin, since there is no change in
in-coupling peak width. Furthermore, in Fig. 2�a� the kinetics
of increase of propagation constant are definitely sigmoidal
�except with mucin�, the shape that appears invariably to be
associated with cell spreading �see Ref. 10�. The most plau-
sible explanation of the small and slow hyperbolic increase in
�� for the cells on mucin is that it is due to microexudate
�i.e., the extracellular matrix molecules secreted by the cell in

Fig. 1 Optical micrographs of TERA2.spl2 stem cells on �a� mucin, �b�
PLL, and �c� Si�Ti�O2 after 120 min of culture. Each main image is
850 �m wide, and the insets are 170 �m wide.

Fig. 2 �a� In-coupling angle, given as the difference �� between the
actual value and the value immediately prior to seeding the wave-
guide with 5�104 TERA2.spl2 stem cells, grown for at least two days
with one passage, in a total volume of 550 �L on �from top to bottom�
PLL, Si�Ti�O2, and mucin. �b� In-coupling peak width, given as the
difference �w between the actual value and the value immediately
prior to seeding the waveguide with the cells.
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�2
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n attempt to render an uncongenial substratum congenial�.
rotein deposition kinetics usually give such hyperbolic kinet-

cs �see Ref. 18�.
The evolution of �w is predicted to reach a maximum

hen 50% of the waveguide surface is covered by objects.14

hat cells reach this maximum much faster on PLL than on
i�Ti�O2 is not surprising, given the more rapid evolution of
�. What is revealing is that the value of �� at the moment
hen �w reaches its maximum is much greater for PLL than

or Si�Ti�O2. We propose that this indicates that the cell-
ubstratum contact is stronger �especially through more
lopodia� for the former than for the latter. The fact that the
eight of the �w maximum is much greater for the PLL cor-
oborates this inference, for it implies that the optical contrast
etween the cell-covered and uncovered regions of the wave-
uide is greater.

Comparison of Fig. 3 with Fig. 2 strikingly shows the ef-
ect of just one passage on cell behavior. First, for the initial
0 min the temporal evolution of �� for the cell not having
ndergone passage is hyperbolic, not sigmoidal, i.e., charac-
eristic of protein deposition, but is sigmoidal thereafter. Sec-
nd, there is a 30-min lag before �w starts to increase; pro-
ein secretion, being uniform, cannot cause w to increase. We
stimate the amount of protein after 30 min to be roughly
.6 ng /mm2 �using �M /��� from Ref. 18�. From the rather
ow value of the �w peak height, we also infer that the cell-
ubstratum contact is weaker �hence giving a lower optical
ontrast� than for cells that have undergone one passage. This
an be made quantitative: we propose that the value of �� at
he instant when �w is at its peak is equated with the cell-
ubstratum adhesivity �a composite quantity indicating the
trength of the cell-substratum contact�.

In conclusion, simultaneous examination of both the in-
oupling peak position and width arising from cells on a
aveguide allows the contributions of the shape �and size and

omposition, but in the present experiments these did not
hange significantly during our measurements� of the cells to
he perturbation of the evanescent field of the waveguide to be
eparated from that of macromolecules secreted by the cells
nd deposited on the waveguide surface. The methodology
escribed in this work can be anticipated to be of value for
igh-throughput experiments �see Ref. 19�, since a single set
f simultaneous measurements, not requiring labeling, yields
he rate of cell spreading, the rate of macromolecular secre-
ion, and the adhesivity �related to the density of filopodia�.
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